Practical Life.
Life in action, the work of life.

Greeting
Carrying belongings
Pulling open a door
Holding a door for a friend
Removing outside shoes
Placing on the shoe cart
Putting on slippers
Hanging coat on hook using loop
Placing backpack on hook
Using the toilet
Washing and drying hands
Walking in the classroom
Setting a place for breakfast at the table
Pulling out a chair
Sitting on a chair
Pushing in a chair
Eating breakfast
Drying a spill with a towel
Using a spoon
Using a napkin
Pouring from a pitcher
Drinking from a cup
Scrapping plate
Washing dishes
Putting soiled laundry in the hamper
Washing hands and face
   Using the toilet
Getting an activity
Getting out a floor mat
   Sitting on a chair
Getting up from a chair
Putting work away
How to interrupt
Talking with a friend
   Folding laundry
Putting laundry away
Opening and closing a drawer
How to prepare an apple
   Using a apple slicer
   Using tongs
Setting a place to eat apple
Putting uneaten pieces in compost
   Washing dishes
Putting soiled linens in hamper
   Opening a cabinet door
   Filling a pitcher
   Watering a plant
   Sitting in a small group
   Watching at the window
Scooping seed into a bird feeder
   Looking at a book
   Turning pages
   Joining a group song
   Dancing with scarves
Closing eyes and making Silence
   Washing hands
   Using toilet
Setting place at community snack
   Pulling out chair
   Sitting in chair
   Waiting
Hands in lap
Using ‘please’ and ‘thank you’
Singing community song
Carrying a dish
Passing food
Asking for food to be passed
Pouring pitcher into cup
Using a spoon
Drinking from a cup
Using napkin
Standing
Scraping dishes
Washing dishes
Soiled linens in laundry
Using toilet
Washing hands
Changing shirt
Dirty items in wet-dry bag
Unhooking snowpants from hook
Putting on outdoor clothing
Zipping
Putting on boots and gloves
Walking with a partner
Waiting to come inside
Boots off
Outdoor clothing off
Hang up outdoor clothing
Slippers on
Using the toilet
Washing hands
Setting the table for lunch
Waiting for friends
Conversation about day
Eating together
Scraping dishes
Using a clean-up sponge
Cleaning lunch dishes
Using the toilet
Washing hands and face
Changing a clothing item
Carrying a cot
Arranging a sheet and blanket
Going to sleep
Putting cot away
Using the toilet
Washing hands
Joining a snack
Getting backpack ready to go home
Putting on outdoor clothing
Sitting on a bench
Saying goodbye
Waving